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Allegra Bird’s arms are scattered with freckles, a gift from her beloved father. But despite her nickname, Freckles has 
never been able to join all the dots. So when a stranger tells her that everyone is the average of the five people they 
spend the most time with, it opens up something deep inside. 

The trouble is, Freckles doesn’t know if she has five people. And if not, what does that say about her? She’s left her 
unconventional father and her friends behind for a bold new life in Dublin, but she’s still an outsider. 
Now, in a quest to understand, she must find not one but five people who shape her – and who will determine her future. 

Told in Allegra’s vivid, original voice, moving from modern Dublin to the fierce Atlantic coast, this is an unforgettable 
story of human connection, of friendship, and of growing into your own skin. 

Cecelia Ahern was born and grew up in Dublin. Her novels have been translated into thirty-five languages and have sold 
more than twenty-five million copies in over fifty countries. Two of her books (PS, I LOVE YOU and LOVE, ROSIE) have 
been adapted as films and she has created several TV series. She and her books have won numerous awards, including 
the Irish Book Award for Popular Fiction for THE YEAR I MET YOU. She lives in Dublin with her family.  

A Novel 

CECELIA AHERN 

FRECKLES 

Five people. Five chances. One woman’s search for happiness . . . 

• An instant Sunday Times bestseller!

• PS, I I LOVE YOU was a multi-million copy blockbuster book and movie

• 25 million copies of Cecelia’s books sold worldwide

Praise for FRECKLES: 

”Fans will adore this heart-warming story about loneliness and connection.” —Daily Mail 

”An endearing story of human frailty, connection and growth.” —Irish Independent 

”A warm and bittersweet tale about finding yourself through family and friendship.” —Sunday Telegraph Stella magazine 

”'Touching, full of humour…life-affirming. Ahern writes with honesty and empathy. I had a lump in my throat when I fin-
ished reading.”  —Irish Times 

“Cecelia Ahern never follows the crowd and her latest novel is a delight - funny, thought-provoking and original.” —Mirror 

“Ahern was born to write and her books born to be read by all.” —My Weekly 

HarperCollins UK 
September 2021 

Dutch - Luitingh-Sijthoff 

German - Fischer 

Hungarian - Atheneum 

Norwegian - Cappelen Damm 

Polish - Muza 

Portuguese (Bra) - HarperCollins Brazil 

Romanian - Editura Allfa 

Russian - Atticus-Azbooka 

Swedish - Bazar 

www.cecelia-ahern.com  - @Cecelia_Ahern  -  @official_ceceliaahern 
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If you had one wish… 

Maggie hasn't told this story in years. More than two decades ago, she fell in love. She was sixteen and far from home, waiting to give her 
baby up for adoption. Bryce showed Maggie how to take photographs and he didn't judge her for the way her belly swelled under her 
jumper. They had the perfect first kiss. Theirs was a once-in-a-lifetime kind of love. 

Now, as Maggie sits by the Christmas tree in her gallery telling her story, surrounded by the photographs that made her famous - the 
photographs Bryce never saw - her new gallery assistant asks her a question. If she had one wish, what would she wish for this Christmas? 

Maggie always thought she knew the answer to that question. But before she can say 'I'd go back to that winter with Bryce', she stops 
herself. It is all she has ever wanted but suddenly here, on this dark night under the twinkling stars, there is something else she wants. 
She wants to find her baby.  

... what would you wish for?  

A heart-wrenching story about discovery and loss, THE WISH is a reminder that time with those precious to us is the greatest gift of all. 

With over 100 million copies of his books sold, Nicholas Sparks is one of the world’s most beloved storytellers. His novels include fifteen 
#1 New York Times bestsellers, and all of his books have been New York Times and international bestsellers, and were translated into 
more than fifty languages. Eleven of Nicholas Sparks’s novels—THE CHOICE, THE LONGEST RIDE, THE BEST OF ME, SAFE HAVEN, THE LUCKY 
ONE, THE LAST SONG, DEAR JOHN, NIGHTS IN RODANTHE, THE NOTEBOOK, A WALK TO REMEMBER, and MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE—have been 
adapted into major motion pictures. 

From the author of THE NOTEBOOK, THE LONGEST RIDE, and THE RETURN comes a novel about the enduring legacy of 
first love, and the decisions that haunt us forever. 

• A #2 Der Spiegel (Germany) bestseller

• Over 108 million copies of his novels sold worldwide

Advance praise for THE WISH: 
"If it's never too early for Christmas in your world, get in the mood with this awww-worthy story of first love and its ech-
oes that takes place during the holidays."  —Good Housekeeping 

"Sure to top the book lists of romance fans near and far.” —CNN Underscored 

"Sparks has definitely mastered the art of love.” —Associated Press 

“Sparks is a poet . . . a master.” —Philadelphia Inquirer 

“Nicholas Sparks is one of the best-known writers in America and overseas for good reason: He has written stories that 
reveal the yearning for our most prized possession: love.” —Mobile Register 

A Novel 

NICHOLAS SPARKS 

THE WISH 
Grand Central  

Little, Brown UK 
September 2021 

Bulgarian - ERA 

Czech - Euromedia 

French - Michel Lafon 

German - Heyne 

Hungarian - General 
Press 

Italian - Sperling & 
Kupfer 

Lithuanian - Balto 

Norwegian - Cappelen 
Damm 

Polish - Albatros 

Portuguese (Bra) - 
Sextante 

Portuguese (Port) - 
Leya 

Romania - Litera 

Russian - AST 

Serbia - Laguna 

Slovak - Ikar 

Turkish - Dogan Kitap 

Ukrainian - Vivat 

www.nicholassparks.com  - @nicholassparks - @nicholassparks 
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August,1983, it is the day of Nina Riva's annual end-of-summer party, and anticipation is at a fever pitch. Everyone who is 
anyone wants to be around the famous Rivas: surfer and supermodel Nina, brothers Jay and Hud, and their adored baby 
sister Kit. Together, the siblings are a source of fascination in Malibu and the world over – especially as the children of the 
legendary singer Mick Riva. 

By midnight the party will be completely out of control. 

By morning, the Riva mansion will have gone up in flames. 

But before that first spark in the early hours of dawn, the alcohol will flow, the music will play, and the loves and secrets 
that shaped this family will all come bubbling to the surface. 

Taylor Jenkins Reid is an author and screenwriter from Acton, Massachusetts. She is the author of six previous novels, 
which have been named best books of summer by People, Cosmopolitan, Glamour, InStyle, PopSugar, Buzzfeed, 
Goodreads, and others. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband, their daughter, and their dog.  

www.taylorjenkinsreid.com  - @tjenkinsreid - @tjenkinsreid 

A Novel 

TAYLOR JENKINS REID 

MALIBU RISING 

From the New York Times bestselling author of DAISY JONES & THE SIX, four famous siblings throw an epic party to 
celebrate the end of the summer. But over the course of twenty-four hours, their lives will change forever. 

• A #2 New York Times bestseller. A #2 Sunday Times bestseller.

• A Today Show Read with Jenna pick

• An Indigo Best Book of the Year So Far pick

Praise for MALIBU RISING: 

“MALIBU RISING will be the sought-after book of the summer.”  —Booklist, starred review ★ 

“There’s an impeccable sense of balance in Taylor Jenkins Reid’s Malibu Rising, a natural order in which every action 
meets its equal and opposite reaction. . . . Reid’s sense of pacing is sublime as she introduces and dispenses with a revolv-
ing door of characters to approximate the chaos of a rager where sloshed A-listers couple up in the closets and waiters pass 
trays of cocaine.” —The Washington Post 

“Irresistible . . . High drama at the beach, starring four sexy, surfing siblings and their deadbeat, famous-crooner dad.” 
—People 

“Think Selling Sunset with knobs on as Taylor Jenkins Reid again plunges us into the intoxicating, heat-heavy realm of in-
trigue of Malibu, this time amidst the world of the filthy rich.” ―BBC News  

“Completely slick and compelling, but also has such warmth and psychological insight. The characters were so real I almost 
found myself checking out their Wikipedia pages afterwards! It's the perfect, literal, beach read, with the emotional depth 
of the ocean. I was such a fan of Daisy Jones & The Six and this certainly didn't disappoint.  

—Holly Bourne, bestselling author of AM I NORMAL YET? and PRETENDING 

Fict ion  

Czech - Dobrovsky 

Dutch - Ambo 
Anthos 

Finnish - 
Gummerus 

French - Leduc 

Italian - Sperling & 
Kupfer 

Korean - Dasan 

Lithuanian - 
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Ballantine 
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June 2021 
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Swan was a bright young actress with big dreams before a tragic accident changed everything, leaving her disfigured and 
disillusioned. Drowning in her shattered dreams, Swan found a life raft in audiobook narration. With her scarred face 
hidden behind a microphone, her voice transported her to the top of the business, earning her awards and acclaim. Still, 

none of that seems to make up for the life she lost – or the one she is losing, as she struggles to care for her beloved, 
ailing grandmother. When a lucrative opportunity arises to narrate a serialized novel from the biggest name in romance 
with the industry’s hottest male voice, Swan can’t afford to turn it down – but she isn’t buying in. She’s given up on 

romantic dreams and resents the books that promote them.   

Nevertheless, a chance encounter with a charming stranger begins to draw her out of hiding. And when she and her audio 
co-star, under shared anonymity, start to forge a real connection, Swan begins to dream again. But just as she begins to 
open up, it all comes crashing down. As Swan finally grapples with the reality of her new life, she’s forced to come to 

terms with the value of fantasy. Although unattainable, it can inspire us to embrace life just as it is…while always 
reaching for something more.   

Julia Whelan is a screenwriter, lifelong actor, and award-winning audiobook narrator. She graduated with a degree in 
English and creative writing from Middlebury College and Oxford University. While she was in England, her flirtation with 
tea blossomed into a full-blown love affair, culminating in her eventual certification as a tea master.  

The new novel from acclaimed audiobook narrator Julia Whelan! 

• Julia’s previous novel, My Oxford Year, was a bestseller in Germany!

• Major motion picture for My Oxford Year in development with Temple Hill Entertainment

Praise for Julia’s previous book, My Oxford Year: 

“A powerfully heartbreaking and life-affirming tribute to love and to choice – to choosing love and an open-hearted ap-
proach to the world.” —Entertainment Weekly 

“Whelan has created a beautiful, romantic story that focuses on big ideas—love, death, poetry, and what really matters in 
the end.”  —Kirkus Reviews 

“[An] enjoyable debut…fans of One Day and Me Before You will be charmed by this warm story and Ella and Jamie’s ro-
mance.” —Publishers Weekly 

“Julia Whelan has crafted a story that is as fun and charming as it is powerful and wise. Ella Durran is a breath of fresh air 
and her story will stay with you long after you’re done.” —Taylor Jenkins Reid, NYT bestselling author of Malibu Rising 

A Novel 

JULIA WHELAN 

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING William Morrow 
(WE) 

July 2021 

German - Penguin Verlag 

www.jmwhelan.com  -  @justjuliawhelan 
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It’s 2 A.M. on a Saturday night in the spring of 2001, and twenty-eight-year-old Cecily Gardner sits alone in a dive bar in 
New York’s East Village, questioning her life.  As Cecily reaches for the phone to call her ex-boyfriend, she hears a guy on 
the barstool next to her say, “Don’t do it—you’ll regret it.” Something tells her to listen, and over the next several 
hours—and shots of tequila—the two forge an unlikely connection. That should be it, they both decide the next morning, 
as Cecily reminds herself of the perils of a rebound relationship. Moreover, their timing couldn’t be worse—Grant is 
preparing to quit his job and move overseas. Yet despite all their obstacles, they can’t seem to say goodbye, and for the 
first time in her carefully constructed life, Cecily follows her heart instead of her head.   

Then Grant disappears in the chaos of 9/11. Fearing the worst, Cecily spots his face on a missing-person poster, and 
realizes she is not the only one searching for him. Her investigative reporting instincts kick into action as she vows to 
discover the truth. But the questions pile up fast: How well did she really know Grant? Did he ever really love her? And is 
it possible to love a man who wasn’t who he seemed to be?  THE LIES THAT BIND is a mesmerizing and emotionally 
resonant exploration of the never-ending search for love and truth—in our relationships, our careers, and deep within our 
own hearts. 

Emily Giffin is the author of nine internationally bestselling novels: SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING BLUE, BABY 
PROOF, LOVE THE ONE YOU’RE WITH, HEART OF THE MATTER, WHERE WE BELONG, THE ONE & ONLY, FIRST COMES 
LOVE, and ALL WE EVER WANTED. A graduate of Wake Forest University and the University of Virginia School of Law, she 
lives in Atlanta with her husband and three children.  

In the irresistible new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author of ALL WE EVER WANTED and SOMETHING 
BORROWED, a young woman falls hard for an impossibly perfect man before he disappears without a trace...  

• New York Times bestseller!

• #1 USA Today bestseller!

• ALL WE EVER WANTED spent 8 weeks on the New York Times Bestseller List

Praise for Emily Giffin: 

“Giffin’s talent is pretty much unparalleled when it comes to the modern woman’s story about life, love and family.” 
—Redbook 

“Giffin [has a] trademark ability to capture the complexities of human emotions while telling a rip-roaring tale.” 
—The Washington Post 

A Novel 

EMILY GIFFIN 

THE LIES THAT BIND 

Ballantine (NA) 
June 2020 

Macedonia - Matica 

Norwegian - Cappelen Damm 

Polish - Otwarte 

Portuguese (Bra) - Sextante 

Russian—Arkadia   

www.emilygiffin.com  -  @emilygiffin -  @emilygiffinauthor 
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When a young Montreal family dies in an orgy of bloody violence, all signs point to a rampage by the father. But Victor 
Lessard isn’t convinced. The brilliant, brooding detective suspects that others were involved in the killings. But who? And 
why? As Lessard struggles to solve the puzzle, the discovery of a nightmarish chamber of horrors seems to confirm that the 
murders are part of a wider pattern. Meanwhile, in the Major Crimes Unit, Jacinthe Taillon is investigating the strange 
kidnapping of Laila François, a former street kid turned webcam girl. Could there be a connection with Lessard’s case? 

With a ghost from his past making him doubt his own sanity, Lessard must evade the lethal operatives of a powerful, 
highly secretive organization as he races to untangle the mystery — before a diabolical killer can strike again.  

Martin Michaud is a bestselling author, screenwriter, musician, and former lawyer. His critically acclaimed Victor Lessard 
series has won numerous awards, including the Arthur Ellis Award and the Prix Saint-Pacôme for Crime Fiction, and is the 
basis for the award-winning French-language TV series Victor Lessard. He lives in Montreal.  

A Victor Lessard Thriller 

MARTIN MICHAUD 

THE DEVIL’S CHOIR 

In this intricate, intense mystery from the acclaimed “master of the Quebec thriller,” the ghosts of Victor Lessard’s 
past come back to haunt him as he investigates a horrific murder-suicide that doesn’t add up.  

• Over 300,000 copies of the Victor Lessard series have sold in Québec

• ZDF acquired world syndication and distribution rights of TV series

• The television show based on the series, is one of the most successful in Club Illico history, with over 6 million viewers
over the first three seasons.

Praise for Victor Lessard series: 

“Michaud keeps the reader guessing as to what’s real and what’s dream. Those who like their mysteries with a surreal 
touch will be rewarded.”     —Publishers Weekly 

“With its memorable characters, rich atmosphere, and shrewd plot, Without Blood is a welcome addition to 
Montreal noir.”  ―Kathy Reichs, author of the Temperance Brennan Bones series 

“THE DEVIL'S CHOIR is a ‘complete’ thriller: a very well-run plot, captivating and believable characters, impeccable sus-
pense. Michaud is carving out a place of choice among the elite of the Quebec industry.”                                   ―La Presse 

“The atmospheric series is to Montreal what the late Swedish writer Henning Mankell’s crime novels are to Stockholm.” 
―Zoomer 

“With a strong Montreal setting and a twisty, dual-strand plot that keeps you guessing, Martin Michaud's Without Blood is 
the real thing. Join me in offering a warm welcome to Victor Lessard as he joins the ranks of fictional detectives.” 

    ―Peter Robinson, author of the INSPECTOR BANKS series 

Dundurn Press (WE) 

October 2021 

Series publishers: 

French (Fra) - Kennes Editions 

French (Quebec) - Editions 
Goelette 

German - Hoffman & Campe 

www.michaudmartin.com -  @martinmichaudauteur 

Fict ion -  Thr i l ler /Cr ime  
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Jennifer Barnes never expected the shocking news she received at a routine doctor’s appointment: she has a terminal 
brain tumor—and only six weeks left to live.  While stunned by the diagnosis, the forty-eight-year-old mother decides to 
spend what little time she has left with her family—her adult triplets and twin grandsons—close by her side. But when she 
realizes she was possibly poisoned a year earlier, she’s determined to discover who might have tried to get rid of her 
before she’s gone for good. 

Separated from her husband and with a contentious divorce in progress, Jennifer focuses her suspicions on her soon-to-be 
ex. Meanwhile, her daughters are each processing the news differently. Calm medical student Emily is there for whatever 
Jennifer needs. Moody scientist Aline, who keeps her mother at arm’s length, nonetheless agrees to help with the 
investigation. Even imprudent Miranda, who has recently had to move back home, is being unusually solicitous. 

But with her daughters doubting her campaign against their father, Jennifer can’t help but wonder if the poisoning is all 
in her head—or if there’s someone else who wanted her dead.  

Catherine McKenzie was born and raised in Montreal, Canada. She is a graduate of McGill University and McGill Law 
School, and practices law in Montreal where she lives with her husband. She blogs for The Huffington Post, and her 
previous novels I’LL NEVER TELL, SPIN, ARRANGED, FORGOTTEN, HIDDEN, SMOKE, FRACTURED and THE GOOD LIAR are all 
international bestsellers that have been translated into multiple languages. 

A Novel 

CATHERINE MCKENZIE 

SIX WEEKS TO LIVE 

• A Toronto Star and a Globe and Mail bestseller!
• Named a Most Anticipated Book by Goodreads, CrimeReads, Frolic, and more

Praise for SIX WEEKS TO LIVE: 

"The complexities of the family and four women make for a solid story about mothers, children and the sacrifices they’re 
called to make."  —Globe and Mail  

“Just when you think you know what’s happening…there’s a new twist, a new piece of information, a new direction. Un-
predictable and captivating, SIX WEEKS TO LIVE had me mesmerized right up to the shocking end.” 

—Samantha Downing, bestselling author of MY LOVELY WIFE and HE STARTED IT 

“SIX WEEKS TO LIVE begins with a devastating premise, then takes the reader on the most unexpected ride as a mother 
seeks to uncover the truth about the illness that is about to take her life. With skillful plotting and flawless narration, 
McKenzie weaves together past and present in this twisty, page-turning and, ultimately, heartbreaking novel. Thoroughly 
enjoyable!” —Wendy Walker, bestselling author of DON'T LOOK FOR ME 

Atria 

Simon & Schuster CA 

May 2021 

www.catherinemckenzie.com  - @CEMcKenzie1 - @CEMcKenzie1 

Fict ion  
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Did you miss. . .

CECELIA AHERN 

ROAR 
HarperCollins UK - Grand Central Publishing 

November 2018 - April 2019 

A  riveting debut novel set in contemporary Seoul, 
Korea, about four young women making their way in 
a world defined by impossible standards of beauty, 
after-hours room salons catering to wealthy men, 

ruthless social hierarchies, and K-pop mania  

FRANCES CHA 

IF I HAD YOUR FACE 

 Ballantine - Viking UK 

April 2020 

JANICE Y.K. LEE 

THE EXPATRIATES 
Penguin Books - Little, Brown UK 

January 2016 

In her long-awaited new novel, Lee explores with 
devastating poignancy the emotions, identities, and 

relationships of three very different American 
women living in the same small expat community in 

Hong Kong  

Amazon television adaption in production. 

From the globally bestselling author of PS, I LOVE 
YOU comes an inspiring, fiercely original collection 
of stories that illuminate—sometimes in fantastical 
ways—how women of all kinds navigate the world 

today. 

Apple television adaption in production. 

Chinese (complex) - Rye 
Field 

French - Stéphane Marsan 
Editeur  

German - Unionsverlag 

Indonesian - Gramedia 

Japanese - Hayakawa 

Lithuanian - Sofokolis 

Polish - Kobiece Lukasz 
Kierus  

Portuguese (Bra) - DarkSide 

Russian - AST 

Turkish - Yabanci 

Vietnamese - AZ Vietnam 

Albanian - Iris 

Czech - Dobrovsky 

Dutch - Luitingh Sijthoff 

French - Milady 

Finnish - Gummerus 

German - Fischer 

Hungarian - Athenaeum 

Polish - Muza 

Portuguese - PRH Portugal 

Romanian - Allfa 

Russian - Atticus-Azbooka 

Spanish - Ediciones B 
Italian - Sperling & Kupfer 

Polish - Literackie 
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When twelve-year-old Yasmeen Khoury moves with her family to San Antonio, all she wants to do is fit in. But her 
classmates in Texas are nothing like her friends in the predominantly Arab neighborhood back in Detroit where she grew 
up. Almost immediately, Yasmeen feels like the odd girl out as she faces middle school mean girls and tries to make new 
friends. Then Yasmeen meets her neighbor, Ayelet Cohen, a first-generation Israeli American. The two girls gradually 
grow closer, and Yasmeen is grateful to know another daughter of immigrants who understands what it feels like when 
your parents’ idea of home is half a world away.  
 
But when Yasmeen’s grandmother moves in after her home in the West Bank is destroyed, Yasmeen finds her family and 
Ayelet’s suddenly at odds, forcing them both to grapple with how much closer the events of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict 
are than they’ve realized. As Yasmeen begins to develop her own understandings of home, heritage, and most 
importantly, herself, can the two girls learn there’s more that brings them together than might tear them apart . . . and 
that peace begins with them?  
 
Jacquetta Nammar Feldman’s evocative debut reminds us that friends can be found in unexpected places.  
 
 
Jacquetta Nammar Feldman loves writing poetry and stories of all kinds. When she’s not curled up with a book or typing 
at her computer, she can be found hiking the beautiful hills of Austin, Texas, with her husband, two labradoodles, and a 
Havanese. She earned her B.S. in Advertising from the University of Texas at Austin, and she’s currently a candidate for 
an MFA in Writing for Children & Young Adults at the Vermont College of Fine Arts. WISHING UPON THE SAME STARS is 
her debut novel.  

A Novel 

JACQUETTA NAMMAR FELDMAN 

WISHING UPON THE SAME STARS 

An ambitious and accomplished debut coming-of-age novel about discovering how big the notion of home really is 
about Yasmeen Khoury, an Arab American girl who befriends the Jewish-Israeli girl next door.  
 

• Perfect for fans of FRONT DESK and AMERICAN AS PANEER PIE.  

HarperCollins 
(WE) 

February 2022 
 

 

 

www.jacquettanammarfeldman.com -  @jacquetta_nammar_feldman 

Middle Grade  
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Orphaned as a baby, nineteen-year-old Signa Farrow has been raised by a string of guardians more interested in her 
wealth than her well-being—all of whom have died of mysterious circumstances. Her last remaining relatives are the 
Hawthornes, an eccentric family who live at Thorn Grove, a manor as glittering as it is gloomy. 
 
Thorn Grove’s patriarch, Elijah, mourns his late wife, Lillian, through liquor and wild parties, while son Percy grapples to 
maintain the family’s waning reputation and daughter Blythe suffers from the same mysterious illness that killed her 
mother. But when Lillian’s spirit confronts Signa, claiming it was poison that killed her and not an illness, Signa realizes 
that Blythe will be next to die unless the murderer is found. 
 
Signa’s best chance of uncovering the culprit is to ally with the man she hates most—Death himself, who will help her 
unlock her strange abilities, and whose connection to her may be more powerful than Signa ever dared to imagine. 
  
 
Adalyn Grace is the New York Times bestselling author of ALL THE STARS AND TEETH, and the sequel, ALL THE TIDES OF 
FATE. She lives in San Diego. 

A girl confronts Death—and her own deathly powers—to solve a murder in this Gothic-infused, romantic young adult 
fantasy from New York Times bestselling author Adalyn Grace. 
 

• ALL THE STARS AND TEETH was named an Amazon best book of 2020 and Publishers Weekly bestseller.  

• Pre-empted by Editions de Saxus in France 
 
Praise for New York Times bestselling ALL THE STARS AND TEETH duology: 
 
"2020's biggest YA fantasy."  —Entertainment Weekly 
 
"Your latest must read."  —Marie Claire 
 
"Debut author Grace wields her own magic with a skillful balancing act between high-stakes adventure (here there be 
monsters, mermaids, and high-seas shenanigans), bloody fantasy, and character development in a story with a lovable 
found family at its core . . . An accomplished, exciting debut."  —Kirkus 
 
"Promising a flawed but ambitious heroine, dark magic, mysterious pirates and a unique seafaring setting [...] if the buzz 
surrounding [ALL THE STARS AND TEETH] gets any louder, it'll be deafening."  —Bookpage 
 

Little, Brown 
Books for Young 

Readers 
August 2022 

 

format: manuscript 

French - Editions de Saxus 

Russian - Eksmo 

www.adalyngraceauthor.com -  @AdalynGrace_ -  @authoradalyngrace 

Young Adult  

First novel in the Belladonna/Foxglove duology 

ADALYN GRACE 

BELLADONNA 
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Navigating junior year, Michie is struggling to answer the question of who she is for her scholarship essays, the only 
chance she has at making it into Brown as a first-generation college student. Or maybe it’s not so much that Michie 
doesn’t know who she is as it is that she doesn’t like who she is: having been estranged from her mother from the age of 

five and surrendered to her grandmother, Michie has made an art of hiding, especially from herself. After all, if her own 
mother doesn’t think she’s worthy of love, who will? 

Then a new student—basketball superstar Derek de la Rosa—enrolls in her school and enlists Michie as a tutor to catch up 
in Spanish class, turning Michie’s life upside down. Because, Derek? He is very cute, very talented, very popular, and very 

much has his eye on Michie, no matter how invisible she thinks she is. 

When Michie’s mother reaches out to make amends, and with her scholarship essay deadline looming, Michie will have to 

decide if she wants to reopen old wounds or close the door on her past once and for all. And as she spends more time with 
Derek, she will have to figure out how close she can risk getting to him, and how much of her heart she is willing to share. 
Because while Michie may not know who she is, she’s starting to realize who she wants to become—if only she can take 

the chance: on Derek, on herself, and on her future.  

Lane Clarke received her Bachelor’s Degree in English Literature from Virginia Tech, where she received an honorable 
mention in the 2015 Steger Poetry Prize, administered by Nikki Giovanni. She got her J.D. from Chicago University and 
now lives in Northern Virginia and practices law in Washington D.C. LOVE TIMES INFINITY is her debut novel. 

A Novel 

LANE CLARKE 

LOVE TIMES INFINITY 

A complicated—and often hilarious—love story about a Black high schooler’s experience with friends, family, and 
identity. 

• Sold at auction in a two-book, mid six-figure deal

Advance praise for LOVE TIMES INFINITY: 

"Clarke's effervescent debut has heart and she navigates Michie's story with grace, humor, and love. A fresh contemporary 
with a protagonist everyone can cheer for."    —Louisa Onome, author of LIKE HOME and MODEL MINORITY 

"Executed with wit, empathy and humor, LOVE TIMES INFINITY holds your heart in its palm and gently squeezes it—
ultimately reminding us about all the intersections and complexities of love. This sincere story about guilt, pain and 
identity does not steer away from the difficult making it an absolutely breathtaking debut. LOVE TIMES INFINITY is a must 

read!"  —Amber McBride, author of ME (MOTH) 

Poppy/Little, 
Brown BFYR (WE) 

May 2022 

format: manuscript 

 @lanewriteswords 
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La Cachette, Louisiana, is the worst place to be if you have something to hide. 

This tiny town, where seventeen-year-old Grey spends her summers, is the self-proclaimed Psychic Capital of the World—
and the place where Elora Pellerin, Grey's best friend, disappeared six months earlier.  

Grey can't believe that Elora vanished into thin air any more than she can believe that nobody in a town full of psychics 
knows what happened. But as she digs into the night that Elora went missing, she begins to realize that everybody in town 
is hiding something--her grandmother Honey; her childhood crush Hart; and even her late mother, whose secrets continue 
to call to Grey from beyond the grave. 

When a mysterious stranger emerges from the bayou--a stormy-eyed boy with links to Elora and the town's bloody history--
Grey realizes that La Cachette's past is far more present and dangerous than she'd ever understood. Suddenly, she doesn't 
know who she can trust. In a town where secrets lurk just below the surface, and where a murderer is on the loose, 
nobody can be presumed innocent—and La Cachette's DARK AND SHALLOW LIES may just rip the town apart.   

Ginny Myers Sain lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and has spent the past twenty years working closely with teens as a director 
and acting instructor in a program designed for high school students seriously intent on pursuing a career in the 
professional theatre. Having grown up in deeply rural America, she is interested in telling stories about resilient kids who 
come of age in remote settings. DARK AND SHALLOW LIES is her debut novel. 

A Novel 

GINNY MYERS SAIN 

DARK AND SHALLOW LIES 

A teen girl disappears from her small town deep in the bayou, where magic festers beneath the surface of the swamp 
like water rot, in this chilling debut supernatural thriller. 

• Amazon Editor’s Pick in Young Adult for September!

• An Indiebound bestseller!

Praise for DARK AND SHALLOW LIES: 

“Dreamy prose conjures a mythical Southern Gothic atmosphere, mixing violence with a Byronic characterization of Elora’s 
stepbrother Hart. Taut pacing builds sustained terror on the page with each successive suspect in this formidable debut.”  

—Publishers Weekly, starred review ★ 

“Murky waters, hidden gators, and nasty cottonmouths match the setting to its darkly unsettling story….Fans of Brenna 
Yovanoff’s FIENDISH or Natalie C. Parker’s BEWARE THE WILD will find this atmospheric thriller deeply satisfying.”  —BCCB 

“A darkly atmospheric mystery set in the bayous of Louisiana.” —School Library Journal 

Razorbill 
Egmont 

September 2021 

German - Panini Verlag 

Russian - Eksmo 

www.ginnymyerssain.com -  @stageandpage - @ginnymyerssain 
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Four years after her dad died, Sasha Johnson-Sun’s life is entirely different for her and her Korean immigrant mother: a 
smaller apartment, Saturdays spent cleaning classmates’ houses, her father’s photo on the bookshelf with other deceased 
relatives. Only Sasha’s top-of-class grades are the same, because if Sasha knows one thing, it’s this: she will graduate as 
the school’s valedictorian. After all, this is the dream her father had for her, and that her mother’s many sacrifices have 
made possible.  
  
Now, two months before graduation, the title and the scholarship prize that comes with it are within grasp. That is, until 
the principal calls Sasha and her childhood best friend-turned-nemesis Ezra Davis-Goldberg into his office to deliver the 
second-worst news of Sasha’s life: they’re tied for valedictorian, a first in Skyline High history. And for some reason, 
Ezra—carefree, effortlessly gifted, uninterested-in-school Ezra—is as determined to win as Sasha is. 
  
These things can’t be left to chance. Sasha and Ezra agree on a winner-takes-all, best-of-three bet, with the loser 
throwing their grade by failing to complete their final assignment. But as Sasha and Ezra go head-to-head in a series of 
academic challenges, they each are forced to reexamine not just what they want, but why… With everything hanging in 
the balance, Sasha can choose to ignore the tide of long-buried emotions that are rushing to the surface, honor her 
family, and win; or she can let go of the things she thought mattered and choose to believe that we are lovable and 
worthy because of who we are, not because of what we do. Decide wrong, and she will not just jeopardize her future, but 
also her shot at healing her heart and maybe, possibly, even finding true love. 
 
 
 
Danielle Parker is a high school English teacher in the Pacific Northwest and has also worked as an editorial assistant 
at Weldon Owen/Insights Editions. You can follow her on twitter at @onedanip.  

 

An incredibly winning, hugely commercial novel full of heart and hope about star student Sasha, who finds herself in a 
dead heat for the valedictorian title (and the scholarship that comes with it) with her childhood best friend-turned-
nemesis Ezra and decides to settle the score with a bet—winner takes all 
 

• Nicola and David Yoon’s new imprint, Joy Revolution, will publish 

• Most requested manuscript at 2021 Pitch Wars showcase, with 56 agents requesting 
 

Joy Revolution/
Delacorte 

Summer 2023 
 

format: manuscript 

 

 @onedanip  
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James and Michelle find themselves in the Atlanta airport on a layover. They couldn't be more different, but 
seemingly interminable delays draw them both to a mysterious flashing green light—and each other. 
 
Where James is passive, Michelle is anything but. And she quickly discovers that the flashing green light is actually... 
a button. Which she presses. Which may or may not unwittingly break the rules of the universe—at least as those 
rules apply to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta. 
 
Before they can figure up from down, strange, impossible things start happening: snowstorms form inside the B 
terminal; jungles sprout up in the C terminal; and earthquakes split the ground apart in between. And no matter how 
hard they try, it seems no one can find a way in or out of the airport. James and Michelle team up to find their 
families and either escape the airport, or put an end to its chaos--before it's too late  
 
 
 
Adi Alsaid was born and raised in Mexico City, where he spilled hot sauce on things. Along with writing and traveling 
the world, Adi has coached high school and elementary school basketball. In addition to Mexico, he has lived in Tel 
Aviv, Las Vegas, Monterey and Chicago. BEFORE TAKEOFF is his sixth novel. 

A Novel 

ADI ALSAID 

BEFORE TAKEOFF 

THE SUN IS ALSO A STAR meets JUMANJI when two teens meet and fall in love during a layover-gone-wrong at the 
Atlanta airport in this thrilling new novel from the author of LET'S GET LOST!  
 
Praise for previous book, WE DIDN’T ASK FOR THIS: 
 
“Packed with quips and insights, the wry narrative captures the intense yearnings of young adulthood; the ridiculous 
spectrum of clueless, controlling, and (sometimes) cooperative adults; and the overwhelming inertia of institutions . . . A 

droll, engrossing exploration of privileged teens striving to do better.”   —Kirkus Reviews, starred review ★  
 
“In a timely novel featuring a large cast from around the globe, Alsaid (BRIEF CHRONICLE OF ANOTHER STUPID 
HEARTBREAK) underlines ecological issues while showing the positive impact of creative problem solving and 

collaboration.”  —Publishers Weekly, starred review ★  
 
“The novel progresses with a light-hearted tone at a rapid pace, deftly exploring timely issues such as ecology and 
preservation, and Alsaid weaves in discussions about all forms of identity—nationality, race, religion, language, gender, 
sexual orientation…expertly blurs the line between right and wrong.”  —Booklist 

Knopf BFYR 
June 2022 

 

format: full manuscript 

 

www.adialsaid.com  -  @AdiAlsaid -  @uhhdee 
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A Novel 

DANIEL ALEMAN 

INDIVISIBLE 
 
Mateo Garcia and his younger sister, Sophie, have been taught to fear one word for as long as they can remember: 
deportation. Over the past few years, however, the fear that their undocumented immigrant parents could be sent back 
to Mexico has started to fade. Ma and Pa have been in the United States for so long, they have American-born children, 
and they're hard workers and good neighbors. When Mateo returns from school one day to find that his parents have been 
taken by ICE, he realizes that his family's worst nightmare has become a reality. With his parents' fate and his own future 
hanging in the balance, Mateo must figure out who he is and what he is capable of, and how he can protect his family. 
With questions of identity and belonging, Mateo’s story is something anyone can relate to. 
 
Daniel Aleman's INDIVISIBLE is a remarkable story—both powerful in its explorations of immigration in America and 
deeply intimate in its portrait of a teen boy driven by his fierce, protective love for his parents and his sister.  
 
Daniel Aleman was born and raised in Mexico City; his family moved to the United States when he was a teenager, and 
Daniel now lives in Toronto, where he went to college. This story is partially inspired by the separation, difficulties, and 
ultimately, the great opportunities his family encountered since making the decision to immigrate to the U.S. and 
Canada.  

A timely, moving debut novel follows a teen's efforts to keep his family together as his parents face deportation 
 

• A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection  

• A Barnes & Noble “Book Everyone’s Talking About” 

• An Indigo Best Book of 2021 so far 
 
Advance praise for INDIVISIBLE: 
 
“Aleman strikingly foregrounds the experiences of children impacted by U.S. deportation policy in this weighty novel, 

which will leave an indelible mark on the hearts of readers.”           —Publishers Weekly, starred review ★  
 
“Stellar, clear and emotional, realistic and suspenseful. The story is complex and heart-wrenching, yet full of hope and 

familial love.”                  —Booklist Reviews, starred review ★ 

 
"Heart-wrenching.... An ode to the children of migrants."      —Kirkus Reviews 
 
“INDIVISIBLE is a deeply moving tribute to those caught between two worlds in the immigration crisis in America - a potent 
reminder that no human being is illegal, and that hundreds of thousands of children in this situation are forced to grow up 
too quickly. Although this is fiction, it’s far too real.” —Jodi Picoult, #1 NYT bestselling author of THE BOOK OF TWO WAYS 
 
"INDIVISIBLE is a heart-breakingly poignant and timely coming-of-age story of the human cost of a morally bankrupt 
immigration policy. This book is an unforgettable chronicle of the fiercest, indomitable love and devotion."   
 —Jeff Zentner, Morris Award-winning author of THE SERPENT KING

Little, Brown BFYR (WE) 

May 2021 
 

 

 

 @Dan_Aleman -  @danaleman 
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Seventeen-year-old Imani’s life and family fractured the day her older brother Atheer ventured into the desert and never 
returned. From an early age, Imani has looked up to Atheer, known for his charm, his courage, and eventually his 
mastery of tea magic. Now, a year has gone by, Atheer is presumed dead, and Imani has buried her grief under her 

duties as a member of The Shields—an elite guard charged with using their magical prowess to protect the Sahiran 
people from the beasts that threaten their border. Beyond the border is a vast sea of sand, and beyond that everyone 
knows there is nothing but a land laid to waste by monsters and madness. 

 
Or at least that’s what Imani always thought, until she finds a cache of Atheer’s letters suggesting he’s not only alive but 

also may have fled across the desert to a foreign land besieged by an invading army—a land that, according to Imani’s 
many lessons growing up, doesn’t exist. Has her brother committed treason, or is he right to want to use the Sahiran’s 
magic to help an unknown—perhaps unreal—kingdom in need? And why would the Sahiran people’s governing council hide 

the truth of what lies across the desert from its own people? 
 
Now, Imani must venture across a land ridden with giants, ghouls and ravenous hyenas to find her brother, accompanied 

by two unlikely allies: Qayn, a roguish and handsome djinni, and Taha, her nemesis in The Shields whose talents are an 
obvious asset to her mission, even if his arrogance makes for difficult company. But time is running out: a war is brewing 
across the desert, and if Atheer reveals the location of the Sahiran people before Imani can safely retrieve him, the 

invading army could arrive at the Sahiran nation’s doorstep in pursuit of land, power—and magic. 
 
 

The only daughter of parents who immigrated to Australia from Lebanon, Maiya Ibrahim is a writer and reader born and 
raised in Sydney. When she’s not writing or reading, Maiya can be found indulging in Lebanese food with her family, 
playing Skyrim, watching Game of Thrones, or swimming with friends at one of Sydney’s many spectacular beaches. THE 

SPICE ROAD is her debut novel. 

A Novel 

MAIYA IBRAHIM 

SPICE ROAD 

 
The irresistibly compelling story of a girl who must go to extreme lengths to save her brother from a foreign kingdom 

across a desert, torn between duty to country and duty to family, this magical debut explores the trauma colonialism 
imposes on the people of a forcibly occupied land. It’s a book that is both bold in its thematic explorations, and 
deeply intimate in its portrait of a young woman who will do anything to save the people she loves. 

 

• Sold to Delacorte at auction in a mid six-figure, three book deal  

• Inspired by the author’s own Lebanese heritage and stories passed down from her parents, who fled Lebanon and 

resettled in AU during the Lebanese Civil War 
 

Delacorte 
Hodder & Stoughton 

Spring 2022 
 

format: draft manuscript 

 

@Maiya_Ibrahim - @Maiya_Ibrahim 
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A lost princess. A mysterious puppet master. And a race against time—before all is lost. 
 
Princess Rani longs for a chance to escape her gilded cage and prove herself. Ria is a street urchin, stealing just to keep 
herself alive. When these two lives collide, everything turns on its head: because Ria and Rani, orphan and royal, are 
unmistakably identical. 
 
A deal is struck to switch places—but danger lurks in both worlds, and to save their home, thief and princess must work 
together. Or watch it all fall into ruin. 
 
Deadly magic, hidden temples, and dark prophecies: SISTERS OF THE SNAKE is an action-packed, immersive fantasy that 
will thrill fans of THE WRATH & THE DAWN and THE TIGER AT MIDNIGHT. 
 
 
Sarena and Sasha Nanua are twin sisters living in Ontario, Canada. They love reading books in their spare time and enjoy 
science fiction and fantasy novels. They have been writing books since they were nine years old and are graduates of the 
English and Professional Writing programs at the University of Toronto. 

A Ria and Rani Novel 

SARENA AND SASHA NANUA 

SISTERS OF THE SNAKE 

 
Twin sisters raised in different worlds must use both their wits and their snake magic to unravel a treacherous 
conspiracy and prevent a war. 
 

• An OwlCrate subscription box pick 
 
Advance praise for SISTERS OF THE SNAKE: 
 
“Themes of fate, identity, and sisterhood intertwine in this lush fantasy that incorporates Indian cultural elements into its 
worldbuilding. A fresh take on a classic tale.” —Kirkus  
 
"Sarena and Sasha Nanua's charming debut is like an old school Bollywood fantasy brought to life: long lost, star-crossed 
sisters, snake magic, forbidden romance, and a lush, sinister world that you'll want to revisit again and again. Sequel now 
please!"  —Sona Charaipotra, author of SYMPTOMS OF A HEARTBREAK and THE TINY PRETTY THINGS series 
 
"Sisters of the Snake kept me on tenterhooks even as it thoroughly entertained me. Fast-paced and magical, this book 
introduces two bright new voices to YA lit. I can’t wait to see more from Sarena and Sasha Nanua!"  
 —Tanaz Bhathena, author of HUNTED BY THE SKY 
 
"A decadent and enthralling debut, Sisters of the Snake, lures readers into a dark and twisted world of intoxicating magic, 
starcrossed sisters, and heart pounding romance. Sasha and Sarena Nanua are a powerhouse duo to watch!"   
 —Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of THE BELLES 

HarperTeen (WE) 
June 2021 

 

 

 

www.SarenaSashaBooks.com  -  @SarenaAndSasha -  @SarenaSashaBooks 
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In the Cyrilian Empire, Affinites are reviled. Their varied gifts to control the world around them are unnatural—
dangerous. And Anastacya Mikhailov, the crown princess, has a terrifying secret. Her deadly Affinity to blood is her curse 
and the reason she has lived her life hidden behind palace walls. 
 
When Ana’s father, the emperor, is murdered, her world is shattered. Framed as his killer, Ana must flee the palace to 
save her life. And to clear her name, she must find her father’s murderer on her own. But the Cyrilia beyond the palace 
walls is far different from the one she thought she knew. Corruption rules the land, and a greater conspiracy is at work—
one that threatens the very balance of her world. And there is only one person corrupt enough to help Ana get to its 
core: Ramson Quicktongue. 
 
A cunning crime lord of the Cyrilian underworld, Ramson has sinister plans—though he might have met his match in Ana. 
Because in this story, the princess might be the most dangerous player of all. 
 
Amélie Wen Zhao was born in Paris and grew up in Beijing in an international community. Her multicultural upbringing 
instilled in her a deep love of global affairs and cross-cultural perspectives. She seeks to bring this passion to her stories, 
crafting characters from kingdoms in different corners of the world. She attended college in New York City, where she 
now lives. Amélie is the author of the BLOOD HEIR trilogy: BLOOD HEIR, RED TIGRESS, and CRIMSON REIGN.  

BLOOD HEIR trilogy, Book Three 

AMÉLIE WEN ZHAO  

CRIMSON REIGN 

 
For fans of CHILDREN OF BLOOD AND BONE and SIX OF CROWS comes the thrilling conclusion to the BLOOD HEIR 
trilogy. A princess with a dark secret must ally with a con man to liberate her empire from a reign of terror in this 
epic fantasy retelling of the Anastasia story.  
 

• BLOOD HEIR was a 2019-2020 IndieNext Pick 
 
Praise for the BLOOD HEIR trilogy: 
 
“Zhao shines in the fast-paced and vivid combat scenes, which lend a cinematic quality that pulls readers in.” 
 —New York Times Book Review 
 
“Blood Heir is cinematic storytelling at its best. A stunning new voice in YA, Amélie Wen Zhao has drawn characters who 
are as complex and captivating as the fantastical world she’s built. Get ready for a retelling like you’ve never seen 
before.”   —Adrienne Young, New York Times bestselling author of SKY IN THE DEEP and THE GIRL THE SEA GAVE BACK 
 
“Sure to keep readers turning pages…. Perfect for fans of Amy Tintera or Sarah J. Maas, but readers should prepare 
for plenty of heartbreak.”  —Booklist
  
 
"[A] pointed exploration into the consequences of exploitation and the defining nature of choices."        —Publishers Weekly 
 
"Ana is not the typical damsel in distress."  —Kirkus Reviews  

Delacorte 
HarperVoyager 

March 2022 

Czech - Albatros 

German - Heyne 

Hungarian - Maxim 

Romanian - Epica 

Slovak - Albatros 

Spanish - Montena 

www.ameliezhao.com  - @ameliezhao - @ameliezhao 
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Welcome to EBONWILDE. Come and find me. 

Aurelia’s last words haunted Zan. Left with the task of finding and reviving Princess Aurelia, Zan sets off on his own 
adventure to find her and return the gift she sacrificed for him—her life. But not all is what it seems, and EBONWILDE is 
more dangerous than anyone can predict.  

Crystal Smith is a writer, photographer, and artist who developed an early love of storytelling in a family of voracious 
readers. She married her high school sweetheart in 2005, and they now reside in Utah with their two sons. When she isn’t 
writing or creating, she can be found re-watching Jane Eyre or reading ghost stories with all the lights on. EBONWILDE is 
Crystal’s third novel. 

BLOODLEAF trilogy: BLOODLEAF, GREYTHORNE, EBONWILDE 

CRYSTAL SMITH 

EBONWILDE 

Get ready to be swept away, seduced, and swindled in the wickedly vicious third and final installment in 
the BLOODLEAF series that Laura Sebastian called “enchanting, visceral, and twisty.”  

• TV rights optioned by Cavalry Media

Praise for the BLOODLEAF trilogy: 

"BLOODLEAF has a good chance of becoming your next YA obsession.” —Entertainment Weekly 

"Smith has created a world full of intricate magical properties and rules where nothing is as it seems and the game is 
constantly changing....[Readers will] be pulled to the edge of their seats....abruptly awesome. A worthy addition to any 
fantasy collection." —School Library Journal 

"A multifaceted scheme, mistaken identity, and a simmering romance will keep readers riveted and dying to know how it 
all unfolds. The exploration of the land’s religion and people’s conflicting understandings of it seems to be a reflection of 
the real world, lending the story a deeper commentary without sidelining the main plot. An excellent choice for fans of 
smart, independent female leads, intriguing fantasy worlds, and a race against the clock to defeat evil." —Booklist 

"The plot is breathlessly fast, complete with creepy spirits, a satisfying romance, and complex but clear political twists and 
turns....Political, romantic, magical, timely, yet also traditionally appealing."  —Kirkus 

"Debut author Smith explores the power of sacrifice in this darkly romantic reimagining of the Brothers Grimm’s 'The Goose 
Girl.'"  —Publishers Weekly 

“This novel is a well-developed page-turner that will have fans of both the fantasy and mystery genres rushing to finish.” 
—Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books 

HMH BFYR (WE) 
Summer 2022 

format: manuscript 

Czech - Albatros 

Italian - Mondadori 

Polish - SQN 

Romanian - Epica 

Russian - AST 

Slovak - Albatros 

Spanish - Oceano 
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New York Times bestselling author Sara Holland’s 
latest young adult fantasy duology, 

BREAK WIDE THE SEA, about a young woman cursed 
with a fatal heartbreak-induced sickness after her 
fiancé pushes her off a boat, and the lengths she 

must go to protect her family’s legacy, her surviving 
siblings, and her ailing heart.  

Format: manuscript 

SARA HOLLAND 

BREAK WIDE THE SEA

Wednesday Books (NA) 

Spring 2023 

Sneak peek.. .

Memoir telling of Muzoon’s journey from war-torn 
Syria, to crowded refugee camps in Jordan, to 

becoming an advocate for education and negotiating 
resettlement for her family in the UK. old as 

different lessons she has learned along her journey, 
such as the power of friendship, handling hard times 

and connecting with your community, Muzoon’s 
story is at once a window into a historical, life-

altering conflict and the story of any teenage girl 
learning to navigate her world. 

Format: proposal 

MICHAEL GRAY BULLA 

IF I CAN GIVE YOU THAT

Harper/Quill Tree (WE) 

Winter 2023 

The coming-of-age story follows Gael, a trans 
teenager who joins his town’s LGBTQ+ support 

group and sparks a new friendship with a cute boy 
he meets there. When Gael’s aloof father returns 
home at the same time that his new friendship 

starts to become something more, Gael must decide 
whether the cost of protecting his heart is greater 
than the risk of letting the walls around it down.  

Format: manuscript 

MUZOON ALMELLEHAN 

JUST LIKE ME: 

A Syrian Refugee Speaks Out 

Knopf Books for Young Readers (WE) 

Winter 2022 
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Based on Alison’s over-enrolled course at the Harvard Business School and her decade of research at the juncture of 
conversation, behavioral science, economics, linguistics, and philosophy, LIGHT UP THE WORLD is a guide to making your 
conversations “light up the world.” With a warm, humorously reflective, and prescriptive voice, Brooks is attuned to both 
the unique challenges of the present moment (burnt out from awkward Zoom chats, anyone?) and the timeless question of 
how to have more meaningful, joyous conversations with everyone in our communities.  

Over the course of the book, readers will acquire deep insights into the dynamics of conversation and learn to solve a wide 
range of coordination problems with less rumination, more awareness and more joy.  How should you handle a 
conversational pause?  Is there such a thing as a good topic—or question? How to switch topics?  Is it better to err on the 
side of boring or memorable?  Prepare for conversations in advance or let them unfold organically? What is boomerasking? 
Should you venture a joke? Laugh? Mention the ex? Hint, hedge, or ask directly? How do you end a conversation? Why did 
your talk partner duck your question? Do you have to answer? And, ouf – did that conversation go as badly as you thought? 
(Here Alison offers a resounding No! Research shows that our talk partners, thankfully, like us significantly more than we 
think they do).    

Bursting with surprising insights, tantalizing concepts, and endless energy and charm, LIGHT UP THE WORLD won’t just 
equip you to navigate difficult conversations. It will equip you to light up the world, one conversation at a time.  

Alison Wood Brooks is the O’Brien Associate Professor of Business Administration at Harvard Business School. An award-
winning teacher and scholar, Alison was recently named Best 40-under-40 Professor by Poets & Quants and, in 2017, the 
American Psychological Society recognized her as a Rising Star. She serves as a member of the Harvard Behavioral Insights 
Group and Faculty Recruiting Chair of the Negotiation, Organization, and Markets Unit.   

The New Science of Conversation 

ALISON WOOD BROOKS, PH.D. 

LIGHT UP THE WORLD 

In LIGHT UP THE WORLD, Dr. Alison Wood Brooks brings us the first book on the science of conversation, combining 
big data from thousands of natural conversations, with key concepts from psychology, philosophy, and economics. 
The result is an exuberant guide that shows us how to improve our relationships, our productivity, and our quality of 
life, one conversation at a time.  

• Sold at auction in a 7-figure deal to Crown in the US

• Sold in a major pre-empt to Penguin Business in the UK

• Dr. Wood Brooks’s research has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, the New York Times, Scientific
American, the Atlantic, the Harvard Business Review and the Guardian

• Alison was recently named “Best 40-under-40 Professor” by Poets & Quants and, in 2017, the American Psychological
Society recognized her as a “Rising Star.”

Crown 
Penguin Business 

2023 

format: proposal 
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Since 1991, Dr. Gloria Mark has been researching the correlative decline in productivity, happiness, and attention span 
alongside the increasing integration of digital tools into our work and personal lives. But while the statistics frequently 
cited from her research in popular press look grim, she is far from a doomsday crier. Embracing the reality that most of 
us cannot retreat to a non-digital existence, Dr. Mark argues for a new conception of “focus” that works with our brain’s 
responses to constant demands on our attention, rather than against them.  

In large part a response to Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s enormously popular 1990 book Flow, ATTENTION SPAN offers a new 
model for thinking about attention that makes sense for the digitally burnt-out, twenty-first century reader. Times have 
changed, and it is time to overturn the false, binaristic notion that we are either in a state of deep “focus” (good) or 
“distraction” (bad). Foregrounded by scientific analysis of how cognitive and emotional functions have been impacted by 
evolving technology, Dr. Mark proposes that we aim to develop our capacity for “kinetic attention”: a state that is 
dynamic, adaptive, and leads to greater fulfillment in our everyday lives.  

Dr. Mark shows how we can develop this capacity by balancing the four states of attention identified through her many 
years of research. This book is packed with fascinating science and practical pointers for restructuring our digital habits, 
accomplishing more, and reclaiming control of our lives.  

Dr. Gloria Mark is the Chancellor’s Professor of Informatics at the University of California, Irvine, visiting senior 
researcher at Microsoft Research, and a leading expert in the fields of attention, multitasking, and human-computer 
interaction. Dr. Mark is a two-time Google Research award-winner whose work has been featured in The New York 
Times, Fast Company, The Atlantic, The New Yorker, NPR, Quartz, Slate, and more, and who has spoken on stages that 
include SXSW, Talks at Google, Microsoft Faculty Summit, and the Aspen Ideas Festival. Dr. Mark received her PhD from 
Columbia University in psychology, was inducted into the ACM SIGCHI Academy in 2017, has received the prestigious NSF 
Career grant and been a Fulbright Scholar. Her first book, MULTITASKING IN THE DIGITAL AGE (Morgan & Claypool) was 
published in 2015.  

The Surprising Science of How We Focus, Why That’s Changing, and How Rhythm Became 
the New Flow 

GLORIA MARK, PHD 

ATTENTION SPAN 

An exploration of the science of kinetic attention and how harnessing that intentional, strategic type of focus can 
lead to greater productivity and happiness.   

• Backed by 30 years of research on the psychology of human-computer interaction, ATTENTION SPAN  is an urgent
guide to redefining and rediscovering “focus” in our increasingly burnt out, digitally immersive world.

• Dr. Mark has had over 200 papers published in the top journals in her field, and her work has been covered by The
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Atlantic, BBC News, Forbes, NPR, and more.

• Dr. Mark is a two-time recipient of the Google Research Award, has received the NSF Career award, and has held
research positions at the Boeing Company, the German National Research Center for Information Technology, and IBM
Haifa.

Hanover Square 
Press 

WilliamCollins 
Winter 2022 

format: proposal 
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More than 40 million Americans suffer from anxiety in any given year, which has only worsened with the Covid-19 
pandemic. To help patients cope with this often-debilitating mental health disorder, doctors tend to reach for the 
prescription pad, subscribing to the conventional wisdom that anxiety is “all in our heads.” Ellen Vora, MD contends 
that what we need is an all-encompassing approach that looks beyond the brain and considers the whole person. 

Backed by the latest scientific research and Dr. Vora’s clinical work, THE ANATOMY OF ANXIETY offers a fresh, much-
needed look at mental health, offering actionable strategies for managing our moods. Much of our anxiety begins in the 
physical body, often the result of seemingly innocuous states of imbalance, such as a blood sugar crash or sleep 
deprivation. This type of anxiety is far more preventable than we may realize, through straightforward adjustments to 
our diet and lifestyle, such as reducing caffeine intake, stabilizing blood sugar, prioritizing rest, and rethinking our 
relationship to technology. 

Other forms of anxiety are not pathologic but come as a course correction to help nudge us back onto our paths. In this 
instance, anxiety is not what’s wrong with us, but it’s here to alert us to the fact that something else is out of balance—
in our bodies, our lives, or in the world around us. This more intuitive version of anxiety, Dr. Vora suggests, is meant to 
be listened to and honored, and we can learn simple strategies for tuning into this anxiety and allowing it to protect 
and guide us. In THE ANATOMY OF ANXIETY, Dr. Vora walks beside us through a healing process to reframe our 
relationship with anxiety, and in turn create a more joyful and fulfilled life. 

Ellen Vora, MD is a board-certified psychiatrist, acupuncturist, and yoga teacher. She graduated from Columbia 
University Medical School and received her B.A. from Yale University in English.  

From an acclaimed functional medicine psychiatrist, a groundbreaking approach to understanding and managing 
anxiety from a holistic perspective.   

• Dr. Vora is a board-certified psychologist with a degree from Columbia University Medical School

HarperWave 
Orion Spring 

2022 

format: manuscript 

Greek - Dioptra 

Rethinking the Body, Mind, and Healing of Anxiety 

DR. ELLEN VORA 

THE ANATOMY OF ANXIETY 

Narrat ive Nonf ict ion  
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From a University of Michigan professor of law and philosophy, a delightfully funny and thought-provoking investigation 
into life’s biggest questions with the help of fantastic philosophers old and new—including his two young children. 

Like any new parent, Scott Hershovitz closely observed his two young sons, Rex and Hank. From the time they could talk, 
he noticed that they raised philosophical questions and were determined to answer them. Children find the world a 
puzzling place, so they try to puzzle it out. Often, that leads to profound insight. Sometimes, his kids recreated ancient 
arguments. Sometimes, they advanced novel views. Kids are natural philosophers, Hershovitz realized. Indeed, they are 
some of the best around.  

With great humor and storytelling, Hershovitz follows an agenda set by Rex and Hank. To start, they try to make sense of 
morality, asking questions about rights, revenge, and authority. Then they try to make sense of themselves, inquiring into 
sex, gender, and race. Finally, they try to make sense of the world, exploring the nature of truth, the existence of God, 
and other daunting mysteries that most grown-ups have learned to look past. Through the lens of his sons’ curiosity, 
Hershovitz takes us on an engaging tour through contemporary and classic philosophy. It’s a fun romp through the field—
the class you wish you took in college. 

We want our children to think deeply about themselves, the world around them, and their place within it. Hershovitz calls 
on us to support kids in their philosophical adventures. But more than that, he challenges us to join them so that we can 
become better, more discerning thinkers and recapture some of the wonder kids have at the world. 

Dr. Scott Hershovitz is Director of the Law and Ethics Program and professor of law and philosophy at the University of 
Michigan. He holds a B.A. in philosophy and politics from the University of Georgia; a J.D. from Yale Law School; and 
D.Phil. from the University of Oxford, where he was a Rhodes Scholar. Professor Hershovitz served as a law clerk for
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the U.S. Supreme Court and the Hon. William Fletcher of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit. He has published influential articles on law and morality in leading scholarly journals, and he has lectured
and taught widely at universities around the world .

A Philosopher’s Field Notes on His Children 

DR. SCOTT HERSHOVITZ 

NASTY, BRUTISH, AND SHORT 

An irreverent, original and deeply humane philosophical investigation that will delight anyone who likes thinking and 
laughing.  Imagine Randall Munroe’s WHAT IF? meets Bertrand Russell’s THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY—plus kids. 

• Sold in a two-book, mid-six-figure deal, at auction, to Penguin Press

• Pre-empted by Allen Lane in the UK; Plaza & Janés in Spain; and HarperItalia in Italy

Narrat ive Nonf ict ion  
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My sister and I are driving south toward Graceland in her beat-up red Saturn, both in need of refuge, both running from 
different things. Her bumper sticker reads “HUMANITY IS TRYING.” It’s a triple entendre, she explains: Humanity is 
exhausting. Humanity is struggle. Humanity is doing the best it knows how… 

HUMANITY IS TRYING is several books in one. It’s a memoir about the love and the loss of a sister and a best friend. It’s 
the story of a series of escape attempts—cowardly, courageous, harmful, and hopeful—experiments in freedom from the 
stories that limit us. And it’s a record of spiritual, intellectual, and emotional growth with the help of friends, 
psychedelics, art, and spiritual practice. 

From Jason Gots, creator of the podcasts Think Again and Clever Creature, comes a philosophical love letter to the slow, 
messy work of building a life and living with your dreams in the face of reality.  

Jason Gots hosted and produced the podcast Think Again and created the new podcast Clever Creature. He is living proof 
of the Cheshire cat’s promise to Alice that if you keep going long enough in any direction, you’re bound to end up 
somewhere.  

Experiments in Living with Grief, Finding Connection, and Resisting Easy 
Answers 

JASON GOTS 

HUMANITY IS TRYING 

From the host and producer of Think Again and Clever Creature podcasts comes a philosophical love letter to the slow, 

messy work of building a life and living with your dreams in the face of reality.  

Advance praise for HUMANITY IS TRYING: 

“A truly beautiful, wise, raw, subtle book. It glides effortlessly from thoughts about a moment in the author’s childhood to 

vast cosmic questions, and back again.” —Robert McFarlane, author of UNDERLAND 

“One part great grief, one part intellectual autobiography, one part spiritual growth, Humanity is Trying is that best of 

written strivings: a book the author had to write. Gots brings every ounce of his being to every page, with results that are 
riveting, edifying, and true.” —Gish Jen, author of THE RESISTERS 

“Jason Gots offers us an intimate look into his life with all the varied roads travelled to self-discovery. Humanity is Trying is 
a touching memoir woven through with stories of awkward early love, family relationships, deep abiding friendship and the 

pain when people are lost along the way.” —Sharon Salzberg, author of LOVINGKINDNESS and REAL HAPPINESS  

“I read this book in a single sitting and found it in many ways remarkable. It is a book that puts love right at the heart of 

religion, without any sentimentality. Gots’ relationship with his sister Meri and his friend John, I felt, were his route to the 
divine and to kenosis, the emptying of self.  Instead of seeking salvation through belief in obscure doctrines and the quest 
for personal salvation, Gots found what we call the sacred in two remarkable but deeply human beings. In achieving this, I 

feel he grasped the essence of religious life.”  —Karen Armstrong, author of A HISTORY OF GOD  

Hanover Square 
Press (WE) 
March 2022 

www.jasongots.com  - @jgots 
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Protecting wild animals and preserving the environment are two ideals so seemingly compatible as to be almost 
inseparable. But in fact, between animal welfare and conservation science there exists a space of underexamined and 
unresolved tension: wildness itself. When is it right to capture or feed wild animals for the good of their species? How do 
we balance the rights of introduced species with those already established within an ecosystem? Can hunting be 
ecological? Are any animals truly wild on a planet that humans have so thoroughly changed? No clear guidelines exist to 
help us resolve such questions. 

Transporting readers into the field with scientists tackling these profound challenges, Emma Marris tells the affecting and 
inspiring stories of animals around the globe—from Peruvian monkeys to Australian bilbies, rare Hawai’ian birds to 
majestic Oregon wolves. And she offers a companionable tour of the philosophical ideas that may steer our search for 
sustainability and justice in the non-human world. Revealing just how intertwined animal and human life really is, WILD 
SOULS will change the way you think about nature—and our place within it. 

Emma Marris is an award-winning journalist based in Oregon. She writes for The Atlantic, The New York Times, National 
Geographic and Outside Magazine, among many others. Her work has appeared in the “Best America Science Writing 
2016” and won an award from the National Association of Science Writers for an essay about wilderness in Orion. She is 
best known for her previous book, RAMBUNCTIOUS GARDEN (Bloomsbury, 2011) and subsequent TED Talk urging the 
importance of letting children experience the outdoors.  

Freedom and Flourishing in the Non-Human World 

EMMA MARRIS 

WILD SOULS 

From an acclaimed environmental writer, a groundbreaking and provocative new vision for our relationships with—and 
responsibilities toward—the planet’s wild animals. 

Praise for WILD SOULS: 

“Fascinating . . . hands-on philosophy, put to test in the real world . . . Marris believes that our idea of wildness―our obses-
sion with purity―is misguided. No animal remains untouched by human hands . . . the science isn’t the hard part. The real 
challenge is the ethics, the act of imagining our appropriate place in that world.”  ―Outside Magazine  

“An absorbing and nuanced blend of philosophy and science…Wild Souls questions the very concepts of wildness and nature. 
The result challenges readers to reconsider how they relate to nonhuman animals, from caged creatures to polar bears in 
the warming north."  ―Science News 

“Marris' engrossing examination of the human-animal connection is free of polemics and offers much to ponder.” —Booklist 

“Where do wild animals fit in a human-dominated world? The answer, for better or worse, will be determined by humans. 
Emma Marris's exploration of this question is at once thoughtful, thought-provoking, and thoroughly absorbing.”  

―Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of THE SIXTH EXTINCTION 

“This is a deeply felt and deeply thought book, brimming with compassion and rue, that throws out revelations like a stream 
of arrows, each one aimed at the very heart of the matter.”  

―Andrew Solomon, National Book Award-winning author of THE NOONDAY DEMON 

Bloomsbury (WE) 
June 2021 
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Sneak Peek.. .  

DR. MICHAEL NORTON 

THE RITUAL EFFECT 
The Odd (and Highly Effective) Ways We Own Our 

Experience 

Scribner - Penguin Business 

January 2023 

An investigation of the science of ritual, based on the author's original research 
in behavioral science and economics, demonstrating how rituals improve 

performance, help us achieve goals, deepen relationships, solidify our sense of 
purpose and more, based on the author's groundbreaking research in behavioral 

economics. 

 Format: proposal 
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TOBIAS ROSE-STOCKWELL 

THE OUTRAGE MACHINE 
Why Rational People Become Righteous,  Scared and Angry on Social 

Media—and What This Means for Democracy  

Hachette - Piatkus 

November 2022 

An exploration of the effects of our current social media-based information system 
on our ability to communicate with one another, discern friends from foes, and 

maintain a functional Western democracy, pitched as THE RIGHTEOUS MIND meets 
FACTFULNESS for the smart phone era.  

Format: proposal 
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Did you miss. . .  

DAMON CENTOLA 

CHANGE: 
How to Make Big Things Happen 

Little, Brown - John Murray 

January 2021 

A life-changing, research-based program that will 
end food allergies in children and adults forever.  

DR. KARI NADEAU AND 

SLOAN BARNETT 

THE END OF FOOD ALLERGY:  
The First Program to Prevent and Reverse a 

21st Century Epidemic  

 Avery - Vermilion 

October 2020 

EMILY ANTHES 

THE GREAT INDOORS 
The Surprising Science of How 

Buildings Shape Our Behavior, Health, 

and Happiness 
Scientific American/FSG 

June 2020 

 

A fascinating, thought-provoking journey into our 
built environment, THE GREAT INDOORS is an 
argument for thoughtful interventions in our 

surroundings and a celebration of the adaptive 
genius of human beings. 

A bold and paradigm-busting new theory about the 
complex way ideas, movements, and behaviors 

spread, and how to efficiently effect the change 
you want to see in the world — for readers of 
Malcolm Gladwell, Richard Thaler, and Cass 

Sunstein.  
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The Entrepreneurial Process—which has been recognized as Brown University’s #1 highest-rated course—has empowered 
thousands of students to start their own ventures. You might assume these ventures started because the founders were 
born entrepreneurs. You might assume that these folks had technical or finance degrees, or worked at fancy consulting 
firms, or had some other specialized knowledge. Yet that isn’t the case. Entrepreneurship is not a spirit or a gift. It is a 
process that anyone can learn, and that anyone can deploy to turn a problem into a solution with impact. 
 
In SEE, SOLVE, SCALE, Danny Warshay, the creator of the Entrepreneurial Process course and founding Executive Director 
of Brown’s Center for Entrepreneurship, shares the same set of tools with aspiring entrepreneurs around the world. He 
overturns the common misconception that entrepreneurship is a hard-wired trait or the sole province of high-flying MBAs, 
and provides a proven method to identify consequential problems and an accessible process anyone can learn, master, and 
apply to solve them.  
 
Leveraging Warshay’s own successful entrepreneurship successes and his 15 years of experience teaching liberal arts 
students, See, Solve, Scale debunks common myths about entrepreneurship and empowers everyone—especially those who 
other entrepreneurship books have ignored and left behind. Its lasting message: Anyone can take a world-changing idea 
from conception to breakthrough entrepreneurial success.  
 
Danny Warshay holds an MBA from Harvard and a BA from Brown. In addition to teaching, he is the executive director of 
Brown’s Nelson Center for Entrepreneurship, which hosts leading business leaders like Bank of America CEO Brian Moynihan 
and AWAY luggage founder Stephanie Korey (both on the board). 

How Unconventional Thinkers Solve the World's Biggest Problems  

DANNY WARSHAY 

SEE, SOLVE, SCALE 

Inspired by Brown University’s beloved course—The Entrepreneurial Process—Danny Warshay’s SEE, SOLVE, SCALE is a 
proven and paradigm-shifting method to unlocking your inner entrepreneur...  
 
Advance praise for SEE SOLVE SCALE: 
 
“Danny Warshay is an entrepreneurial hero unlocking the power of entrepreneurship for the rest of us. Read it, roll up your 
sleeves, and change the world.”  —Andrew Yang, Former 2020 Presidential Candidate, entrepreneur, non-profit founder  
 
"SEE, SOLVE, SCALE makes what has been exclusive Ivy League training accessible to everyone—why shouldn’t all aspiring 
entrepreneurs benefit from the invaluable guidance Danny Warshay has to offer? It is now my go-to recommended reading 
for all entrepreneurs we engage within the diverse communities we serve and beyond."  
 —Marcos Gonzalez, Founder and Managing Partner of VamosVentures  
   
“In my work, I’ve studied how organizations can create optimal environments to foster creativity and innovation. In this 
book, Danny Warshay describes the process you need to succeed in those environments. If you are an entrepreneur and 
ever dreamed of creating something that matters, this book is a low-risk, high-reward resource for making it happen.”  
 —Teresa Amabile, Professor of Business Administration, Emerita, Harvard Business School  

St. Martin’s Press 
Piatkus 

February 2022 
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In the real world, practical communications must compete for busy readers’ scarce attention and time. Succeeding in this 
competition means being read, understood, and acted upon. It requires more than writing well; it requires writing effec-
tively. Effective writing in the real world must incorporate the laws of human attention, psychology, and time.  This book 

will be a practical guide for writing so that busy people read and respond to our communications.  
 
In WRITING FOR BUSY PEOPLE, these two behavioral scientists will also examine how it's hard to communicate 

with busy people and study the psychology of how people make decisions and process information and why these insights 
will work using six principles for effective practical writing: 

1. Use fewer words 
2. Lower the reading level 
3. Use formatting judiciously 

4. Make the purpose clear for skimmers 
5. Emphasize value for readers 
6. Make response as easy as possible 

 
Dr. Todd Rogers is Professor of Public Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government. He is a behavioral scientist 
who studies how to better communicate with families, students, consumers, employees, and voters. Todd is the co-founder 

of the Analyst Institute, which uses behavioral science to improve voter communications, and EveryDay Labs, which helps 
school districts reduce student absenteeism by communicating better with families. He is co-founder, equity holder, and 
currently Chief Scientist at Everyday Labs. 

 
Jessica Lasky-Fink is a Ph.D. Candidate in Public Policy at the University of California, Berkeley. She is a behavioral scien-
tist whose research focuses on improving the delivery of social services and programs, with a particular interest in connect-

ing low-income populations to government programs. She is also a Senior Analyst at EveryDay Labs, where she leads evalua-
tions of absenteeism communication programs, and an Associate Fellow with the Office of Evaluation Sciences where she 
supports federal government agencies in designing and implementing evidence-based policies. She also served as US Peace 

Corps Volunteer in Namibia.  

The Science 

DR. TODD ROGERS & JESSICA LASKY-FINK 

WRITING FOR BUSY PEOPLE 

 
A scientifically founded set of principles based on the authors' original research exploring how the most effective 
writing captures readers' limited attention. 
 
 
 

Dutton 
Scribe 

2023 
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Stop Sabotaging Yourself and Start Reaching Your Full Potential 

Rob Dial has transformed millions of lives through his role as host of the Mindset Mentor podcast, with 3.5 million 
downloads a month. His book will use principles of neuroplasticity and mindfulness to help readers change their brains and 
break out of self-sabotaging patterns. He uses personal stories to demonstrate how to create routines and tools that will 
help readers to visualize and achieve their success.   

Rob receives thousands of DMs from listeners thanking him for helping them break life-long patterns of self-sabotage to 
finally change careers, lose weight, overcome anxiety, and find meaningful relationships.  Self-sabotage keeps us locked in 
behaviors like procrastination, perfectionism, workaholism, and saying yes to commitments we can’t see through, 
ultimately preventing us from making progress toward our true goals. Our strongest emotions get the better of us, even 
with the best intentions. By drawing on principles of neuroplasticity and mindfulness techniques, you can change your 
brain and develop the willpower to break free of these self-sabotaging patterns.    

In WILLPOWER WORKS, Rob will share the brain and personality science he has learned in years of study, the advice and 
tools that have worked for 1000s of coaching clients, and his personal journey of self-sabotage following the death of his 
alcoholic father while Rob was in his teens. Rob will promote his book through his podcast platform, which reaches 1.1M 
unique listeners per month with episodes featuring guests like Matthew McConaughey and Jay Shetty, and Facebook, 
where he has 2.6M followers and videos regularly go viral, such as “Your Job is a Waste of Your Life” with 99M+ views. He 
will also engage his network which includes Tom Bilyeu, Aubrey Marcus, Rich Roll, and more. His book would be his first 
foray into traditional media.    

Rob Dial started his career in sales at age 19 and worked his way up to owning and operating a multi-million-dollar office 
by age 24. After studying with leaders in the personal development field, he launched his podcast, The Mindset Mentor, in 
2015. In 2017, he started producing viral Facebook videos that have garnered upwards of 98M+ views, 51M+ view and 23M+ 
views, with totals well over a billion total views. He now reaches 3M+ followers on social media.   

ROB DIAL 

WILLPOWER WORKS 

The host of the Mindset Mentor podcast shares the advice and tools from years of study and interviews that have 
worked for thousands of coaching clients . 

• Sold at auction in a mid six-figure deal

• Rob Dial is the host of the hugely popular podcast “The Mindset Mentor,” which receives 3.5M+ downloads per month
and is consistently ranked the #1 personal development podcast in iTunes.

HarperOne 
Transworld 
Fall 2022

Format: proposal 
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“Let’s get one thing straight right up front: If you’re going to call me a bitch, I’m going to take it as a compliment.” 
        
Part prescriptive how-to, part manifesto, part tell-all, Christine Quinn’s How to Be a Boss Bitch candidly covers sex and 
money, fashion and fame, gossip and gratitude, confidence and consciousness. Quinn has been called everything from “the 
most-talked-about woman on TV” to “the villain 2020 needed,” and she isn’t shy about any of the qualities that got her 
the success she has today: tenacity, confidence, and fearlessness, all while dressed in full glam and designer. By sharing 
details of her journey from high school dropout to self made millionaire, reality TV star, and fashion and beauty 
entrepreneur, Quinn gives her readers the tools to define their own Boss Bitch style and manifest their own success—
without being held back by society’s terms.   
   
From branding yourself with a signature style that reflects your unique strengths, to using your opponent’s poison as your 
power, to learning the basics of a successful negotiation, to getting fired—and being ecstatic about it, How to Be a Boss 
Bitch is a modern guide to living a bold, authentic life.   
 
 
 
Christine Quinn is the breakout star of Netflix’s hugely popular Selling Sunset and a member of the elite real estate firm 
selling high-end luxury properties to affluent clients in the Los Angeles area. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband and 
son.  

Stop Apologizing for Who You Are and Get the Life You Want 

CHRISTINE QUINN 

HOW TO BE A BOSS B*TCH 

 
Christine Quinn, the breakout star of Netflix’s hit Selling Sunset, shows women how to unapologetically own their 
power in business and relationships to live the life they want.  
 

• Quinn has done several exclusives with People and has been on the covers of Playboy, Maxim, and Grazia.  

• Quinn’s hit Netflix series, Selling Sunset, streams globally in over 190 countries.  

• Quinn has 1.7 million followers on Instagram and almost 30K followers on Twitter.  

Abrams 
Ebury 

May 2022 
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Kevin hosts “The Ziglar Show,” a top-ranked podcast on iTunes in the self-improvement, business, and career categories, 
as well as the “True Life” podcast. On average, Kevin gets 450K podcast downloads/month and 60K regular monthly 
listeners. Kevin has interviewed 150+ of the biggest names in personal development: Dave Ramsey (a family friend), Seth 
Godin, Simon Sinek, Lewis Howes, Guy Kawasaki, Michael Hyatt (who described Kevin as one of his all-time top 
interviews), and many more. Kevin just recorded his 820th episode. 

How did Kevin’s podcast career take off in such a big way? When Kevin started “The Ziglar Show” in 2014, he was proudly 
self-employed and had launched several companies, but kept running his businesses into the ground. He could see that 
he was self-sabotaging, but wasn’t sure why. He wanted to do better for his family, but couldn’t see what he needed to 
change. Becoming his own chief student, Kevin sought authentic conversations about the wisdom he was seeking, asking 
the questions he himself needed to ask. The result was a blockbuster podcast for listeners wanting more from their 
careers, finances, health, relationships, and every aspect of their lives. 

In his debut book, Kevin will draw on conversations from the podcast, as well as hard-won lessons from his own successes 
and failures, to offer a counterintuitive approach to a good life. WHAT DRIVES YOU begins with one deceptively simple, 
yet life-changing, question: What do you really want? Most of us think we know. But if we are stuck, we need to look 
closer for hidden motives that might be holding us back: “Shoulds,” based on the expectations of others; “Hidden 
Drivers,” based on unhealthy values (Kevin’s hidden driver was pride); and “Want to Wants,” based on authentic desires 
that we don’t yet believe we can accomplish. WHAT DRIVES YOU will show you how to identify and move past these 
underlying reasons that you’ve only gotten you so far, so you can step into your biggest, best, most truly fulfilled life.  

Kevin Miller is a podcast host, business consultant, entrepreneur, and personal development expert. He has spent the 
past five years conducting indepth interviews with over 150 of today's top world influencers to discern the root causes of 
personal change and behavioral psychology. As CEO of the Motive Network, he hosts The Ziglar Show podcast, a top 100 
Business podcast globally, focused on personal and professional growth with over 47 million downloads, and 800 
episodes. He serves the Ziglar company in a business development role.  

Discover Your Hidden Motives and Take Your Life from Good to Great 

KEVIN MILLER 

WHAT DRIVES YOU 

From the host of top business podcast the Ziglar Show comes a book that helps us examine the hidden motives that 
may be holding us back. 

• Kevin’s podcasts have been downloaded 48 million times

• Kevin is the host of the Ziglar Show, True Life podcast, and Motive podcast

McGraw Hill (WE) 
Summer 2022 
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Some of the best things we get in life are not because we have the confidence to go for them, but because we don’t, 
and we do it anyway. . .  

RADICAL WELLNESS features ten life lessons from a woman who accidentally discovered a growth mindset in a hairnet 
on her living room floor and learned to be driven by her insecurities, ask herself tough questions, and to change her 
goddamn mind to create the life she actually wanted.  

Millions of people actually see themselves in Lisa’s journey from a housewife who had put her life on pause for eight 

years to becoming the hero of her own journey. RADICAL WELLNESS will be the first book to apply growth mindset to 
building self-confidence in a story-driven way for readers who don’t necessarily think of themselves as self-help 
readers.  It will be chock full of candid humor and surprising advice to answer questions real women face every day, and 

it will share ten tough love lessons that turn a fixed mindset on confidence into a growth mindset that builds self-esteem 
and creates a unique life, told in the way only Lisa Bilyeu can tell them. 

Lisa Bilyeu is one half of one of personal development’s most powerful couples.  In 2017, Lisa and her husband 
Tom Bilyeu cofounded Impact Theory, which has already grown to reach 5.5 million fans through podcasts, social media, 

and YouTube channels in its first four years. Their podcasts have been downloaded 44 million times and their YouTube 
videos have received 124 million views.  

You can do whatever the f*ck you want! 

LISA BILYEU 

RADICAL WELLNESS 

For readers who don’t think of themselves as self-help readers comes ten life lessons told with candid humor to 
create a growth mindset, from the co-founder of Impact Theory. 

• With over 5.5 million fans, Impact Theory's podcasts have been downloaded 44 million times and its YouTube videos
have received 124 million views

• Lisa has given talks on the RISE stage with Rachel Hollis

Atria (NA) 
Summer 2022 

format: proposal 

Business/Personal  Development  

Korean - Maven 
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Hal  E lrod

HAL ELROD 

THE MIRACLE MORNING 

FOR ENTREPRENEURS 
Elevate Yourself to 

Elevate Your Business 
November 2016 

This book brings you six daily practices that will fuel 
your efforts to create and sustain positive change in 
your life, essential skills that you need to create a 
successful business and personal life, and shares 

Entrepreneurial Elevation Principles and the 
Entrepreneur’s Elevation Skills. 

German - Editions Forsbach 

Italian - Alise Editore 

Mongolian - EDC Center for 
Youth 

Russia - Mann, Ivanov & 
Faber 

Portuguese (Bra) -  Record 

Spain - Taller del Exito 

Vietnam - Alpha Books 

HAL ELROD 
THE MIRACLE MORNING FOR 

TRANSFORMING YOUR 

RELATIONSHIP 
How to Create an Unshakeable Love and 

Unleashed Passion that Lasts a Lifetime! 

February 2017 

Develop a new understanding of yourself and your 
partner, and become the person you were always 

meant to be. This book brings you the proven 
system used by thousands and thousands of people 
around the world to create their unshakable love 

and unleashed passion. 

Brazil - Record 

Russia - Mann, Ivanov & Faber 

Kazakh - Steppe & World Publishing 

HAL ELROD 

MIRACLE MORNING 

MILLIONAIRES 
What the Wealthy Do Before 8AM 

That Will Make You Rich 
May 2018 

What if the real secret of millionaires isn’t about 
doing more, but becoming more? Millionaires know 
everything in your present is a result of how you 
thought, decided, and acted in the past. But this 
revolutionary manual to wealth will show you how 

Arabic - Arab Cultural  
Center 

Brazil -  Record 

Chinese (Complex) - Crown 

Chinese (simplified) - Grand 
China 

German - Editions Forsbach 

Kazakh - Steppe & World 
Publishing 

Korean - Hanbit Biz 

Mongolian - EDC Center for 
Yough 

Russian - Mann, Ivanov & 
Faber 

Thai - Bee Media 

Ukraine - Nash Format 
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Did you miss. . .

JOHN LEE DUMAS 
THE COMMON PATH TO UNCOMMON SUCCESS 

A Roadmap to Financial Freedom & Fulfillment 

HarperLeadership (WE) 

March 2021 

Popular Entrepreneurs on Fire podcast host John Lee Dumas has interviewed over 
2,000 people who have reached the summit of business success, compiling in 

these pages the common elements of their path to guide you on your journey to 
financial freedom.  

Korean - Dodeodam 

Portuguese (Bra) - Alta Books 

Polish - MT Biznes 

Russian - Eksmo 

Catalan - Columna Ediciones 

Chinese (com) - Cwm 

Chinese (sim) - Beijing United 
Sky 

Croatian - Koncept 

Czech - Jan Melvil 

Danish - Rosinante 

Dutch - A.W. Bruna 

Estonian - Varrak 

Finnish - Otava 

French - Fayard 

German - Rowohlt 

Hungarian - Édesviz 

Italian - Mondadori 

Japanese - Diamond 

Korean - Hanbit Biz 

Norwegian - Gyldendal 

Polish - Otwarte 

Portuguese (Bra) - Compan-
hia Das Letras 

Portuguese (Port) - 

Lua De Papel 

Romanian - Publica 

Russian - Eksmo 

Slovak - Ikar 

Spanish - Planeta 

Swedish - Volante 

Thai - Bookscape 

Turkish - Turkuvaz 

Ukrainian - Vivat 

RYDER CARROLL 

THE BULLET JOURNAL METHOD 
Track the Past, Order the Present, Design the Future 

Penguin/Portfolio - HarperCollins UK 

October 2018 

There’s a reason this system for time management, goal setting, and intentional 
living has been adopted by millions around the globe: it works. Not only will you 
get more done, but you’ll get the right things done. All you need is a pen, paper, 

and five spare minutes a day.  
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Everyone experiences trauma. Whether a specific harrowing event or a series of stressful moments that culminate over 
time, trauma can echo and etch itself into our brain as we remember it again and again throughout our lives. 

In EVERYDAY TRAUMA, neuroscientist Dr. Tracey Shors examines trauma with a focus on its pervasive nature—how it can 
happen at any time, through big or small events, and how it often reappears in the form of encoded memory. Her 
research reveals that when we are reminded of our trauma, reliving that tragic moment copies yet another memory of it 
in our brain, making it that much more difficult to forget. Dr. Shors also explores the neuroscience behind why women in 
particular are more vulnerable to stress and traumatic events, setting them up to be three times more likely than men to 
suffer PTSD. 

With potential long-term consequences such as addiction, anxiety, depression, and PTSD, trauma can have a lasting 
impact on both the brain and body. Dr. Shors illuminates the effective tools that can reduce the repetitive thoughts that 
reinforce our traumas, including cognitive-based therapies and trauma-informed care such as her own groundbreaking 
program, a combination of mental and physical training called MAP Training. 

By understanding how our brain responds to trauma and practicing proven techniques that can train our brains and help 
us let go of our tragic memories—whatever they may be—we are better equipped to leave our traumatic pasts behind and 
live in a brighter present.  

Dr. Tracey Shors is a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Psychology and Center for Collaborative Neuroscience 
at Rutgers University. She previously spent six years at Princeton University as an assistant professor working on brain 
plasticity and sex differences in learning, and holds M.A. and PhD degrees from the University of Southern California, 
where she also did several years of post-doctoral laboratory work as a Research Associate in Neural, Informational, and 
Behavioral Sciences. MAP training has been featured on NBC Nightly News and in the New York Times, Psychology 
Today, The Washington Post, Huffington Post, and Shape magazine. 

Remapping the Brain’s Response to Stress, Anxiety, and Painful Memories for a Better Life 

DR. TRACEY SHORS 

EVERYDAY TRAUMA 

In Dr. Tracey Shors's EVERYDAY TRAUMA, a neuroscientist explores how trauma impacts the brain, especially for 
women—and how we can learn to heal ourselves. 

• Dr. Shors’s research has been funded by the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation, National Institutes of Mental
Health and the National Science Foundation

• She has more than 130 scientific publications in outlets such as Nature, Science, Journal of Neuroscience, Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science, and Scientific American

• MAP training has been featured on NBC Nightly News and in the New York Times, Psychology Today, The Washington
Post, Huffington Post, and Shape magazine.

Flatiron 
Vermilion 

December 2021 

format: manuscript 

German - Vak 

Greek - Dardanos 

Port. (Bra) - Melhoramentos 

www.maptrainmybrain.com  - @tjshors 
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In Gin Stephens's New York Times bestseller FAST. FEAST. REPEAT., she showed you how to fast (completely) clean as 
part of an intermittent fasting lifestyle. Now, whether you’re an intermittent faster or not, Gin shows you how to 
become clean(ish) where it counts: you’ll learn how to shift your choices so you’re not burdening your body with a 
bucket of chemicals, additives, and obesogens it wasn’t designed to handle.  
 
Instead of aiming for perfection (which is impossible) or changing everything at once (which is hard, and rarely leads to 
lasting results), you’ll cut through the confusion, lose the fear, and embrace the freedom that comes from becoming 
clean(ish). As you learn how to lower your toxic load through small changes, smart swaps, and simple solutions, you’ll 
evolve simply and naturally toward a clean(ish) lifestyle that works for your body and your life!  
 
 
 
 
 
Gin Stephens, the New York Times bestselling author of FAST. FEAST. REPEAT. and DELAY, DON’T DENY, has been living 
the intermittent fasting (IF) lifestyle since 2014. Since then, she’s lost over eighty pounds and launched her IF website, 
four online support groups, four self-published books, and two top-ranked podcasts—Intermittent Fasting Stories and The 
Intermittent Fasting Podcast. A graduate of the Institute of Integrative Nutrition’s Health Coach Training Program (2019), 
she also earned a Doctor of Education degree in Gifted and Talented Education (2009), a Master's degree in Natural 
Sciences (1997), and a Bachelor's degree in Elementary Education (1990). She taught elementary school for twenty-eight 
years, and has worked with adult learners in a number of settings. She splits her time between Augusta, Georgia and 
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, where she lives with her husband and their four cats. Gin is also a mother to two adult 
sons.  

Eat (Mostly) Clean, Live (Mainly) Clean, and Unlock Your Body’s Natural 
Ability to Self-Clean 

GIN STEPHENS 

CLEAN(ISH) 

 

CLEAN(ISH) leads readers to a focus on real foods and a healthier home environment free of obvious toxins, without 
fixating on perfection. By living clean(ish), our bodies’ natural processes become streamlined and more effective, 
while we enjoy a vibrant life.  

 

• Gin’s previous book, FAST. FEAST. REPEAT. debuted at #4 on the New York Times bestseller list! 

• Gin’s previous book, FAST. FEAST. REPEAT. was A USA Today bestseller! 

• Gin’s Facebook groups have almost 500,000 members 

 

St. Martin’s Press 
January 2022 

 
format: manuscript 

Backlist publishers, FAST. 

FEAST. REPEAT.: 

Hungarian - Édesvíz  

Italian - Sperling & Kupfer 

Polish - Studio Astropsychologii  

Spanish - Alfgaomega  

www.GinStephens.com  - @Gin_Stephens- @GinStephens 
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Get ready to learn how to fly... 

AcroYoga is a movement practice that combines the balance and connection of yoga with the fitness and intensity of ac-
robatics, as well as the holistic healing power of physical therapy. People come to it for all kinds of reasons―they may 
have chronic pain and are looking for a long-term solution to manage it, they may want to lose weight, gain muscle or 
increase their mobility, or maybe they just want to experience it with their friends or partners to deepen their relation-
ships. Some even just want to have some fun together. 

In MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY, founder of AcroYoga International Jason Nemer shares the core principles of AcroYoga for 
athletic performance and for life, as well as 10 key areas of training (strength, flexibility, technique, balance, breath, 
gravity, relationships, mental, emotional, and sustainability). He also offers specific exercises and routines for how to 
train safely and effectively in each area. 

This is a book that millions of AcroYogis around the world have long been waiting for, and one that is an essential read for 
high-performance athletes, weekend health warriors, and spiritual seekers alike.  

The co-founder of AcroYoga International, Jason Nemer has helped the practice and the franchise grow to thousands of 
teachers in more than 60 countries. The millions of people who practice AcroYoga worldwide have fueled the success of 
his self-published AcroYoga manual, Elements of AcroYoga (a nuts and bolts guide to stretches and poses to get started as 
an aspiring AcroYogi), which has sold more than 85K copies to date. Jason and his AcroYoga practice have been featured 
in The Wall Street Journal, PopSugar, USA Today, Newsweek, Outside Magazine, Mic.com, TODAY online, and more.  

The Art and Science of Acroyoga 

JASON NEMER 

MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY 

MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY is a book detailing the core principles of Acroyoga, a practice that melds the spectacle of 
circus arts with the healing power of massage and the breathwork of yoga. 

• The founder of AcroYoga International, Jason Nemer has taught AcroYoga around the world

• Licensed AcroYoga instructors teach in over sixty countries

Praise for MOVE, CONNECT, PLAY: 

"Jason is an incredible character, who travels the world with next to nothing. He introduced me to my latest obsession — 
AcroYoga."  —Tim Ferriss  

St. Martin’s Press (WE) 

April 2022

Format: manuscript 

wwwJasonNemer.com  - @JasonNemer 
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Sarah went from living on welfare as a single mother to now running a successful million-dollar business. She is the host 
of the Journey to Manifesting Podcast, which has over 1.9 million downloads, and the founder of the Manifesting 
Academy, which has over 150K online students. She reaches over 350K subscribers with her email newsletter, and over 
800K fans on her Facebook page, in addition to her dedicated Journey to Manifesting Facebook Group, which has over 
55K members. 
  
When Sarah partnered with Goalcast in 2019 to create a raw and inspiring video about her decision to leave her abusive 
relationship and her journey to rebuild herself emotionally, spiritually, and financially, she did not expect that it would 
reach 4 million views within a few hours of being posted. Today, the video has more than 55 million total views. 
  
The video also underscored something important for Sarah about her audience: they are hungry for a more personal and 
intimate book from her, one that dives deep into self-worth, self-image, and the inner work it takes to achieve both 
financial and spiritual wealth. 
  
The primary message of Sarah’s Goalcast video was: “Be The Love You Believe You Deserve.” That is also the message of 
this book, which include Sarah’s seven most valuable lessons in self-worth, and contains simple but powerful advice such 
as such as how to overcome comparison traps and how to find freedom in forgiveness. It is illustrated by stories that 
range from humorous to harrowing, from Sarah’s reaction the first time she discovered cellulite on her thighs, to the 
difficult realization that it was finally time to call the police when her ex-husband’s violence went too far. 
 
 
Inspirational speaker and emotional empowerment expert, Sarah Prout runs a successful spiritual lifestyle brand 
alongside her husband. Named a "Manifestation Guru" by Cosmopolitan Magazine, Sarah is an award-winning 
entrepreneur, podcast host, bestselling author, and mother of four. She is the author of the bestselling book Dear 
UNIVERSE: 200 Mini-Meditations for Instant Manifestations. Sarah lives in Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Seven Ways to Unlock Your Heart and Manifest Happiness 

SARAH PROUT 

BE THE LOVE 

 

Filled with practical guidance, soulful exercises, and nuggets of wisdom, Sarah Prout's BE THE LOVE is your invitation 
to use the power of your emotions to achieve happiness…  

 

Praise for Sarah’s previous book, DEAR UNIVERSE: 

 

“DEAR UNIVERSE is a wonderful resource filled with techniques and wisdom to bring you greater happiness and emotional 
well-being. Sarah Prout’s unique approach is refreshing and inspiring.”  
—Marci Shimoff, #1 New York Times best-selling author of CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE WOMAN’S SOUL 
  
“Sarah Prout’s words and wisdom in DEAR UNIVERSE give us permission to feel the beautiful spectrum of all emotions in 
their fullness, and to manifest wellness from a holistic perspective. This book will awaken the energy of inspiration within 
your heart.”       —Bree Argetsinger, founder of TheBettyRocker.com 
  
“DEAR UNIVERSE offers powerful and effective steps so that you can be happier, more connected, and feel empowered in 
the present moment.”  —Julie Montagu, TV presenter, wellness icon, and best-selling author of RECHARGE 
  

St. Martin’s Press 
Little, Brown UK 

May 2022 
 

format: manuscript 

French - Editions Trédaniel  
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Lisa Steele, fifth-generation chicken keeper and founder of the popular blog Fresh Eggs Daily, knows a thing or two about 
eggs. And she’s ready to show you just how easy and delicious it can be to make eggs a staple of every meal. 
 
First, Lisa will tell you everything you don’t know about eggs—such as what the different labels on grocery store egg car-
tons mean—and bust some common egg myths. 
 
From there, she provides you with foundational techniques for cooking with eggs, including steaming, grilling, baking, 
and frying. 
 
And finally, Lisa shares her go-to recipes for everything from breakfast staples, like eggs Benedict and a classic French 
trifold “omelette,” to breads, sandwiches, beverages, snacks, soups, salads, pasta, cakes, pies, and condiments. You’ll 
encounter a wide variety of both sweet and savory dishes with Lisa’s unique twists. 
 
Read THE FRESH EGGS DAILY COOKBOOK to discover new and exciting ways to incorporate fresh eggs into your cooking 
and baking repertoire each and every day. 
 
 
 
Lisa Steele is an author, popular television and radio guest, and creator of the blog Fresh Eggs Daily, the premiere online 
resource for chicken-keeping advice. Lisa has amassed an audience of nearly one million from all over the globe, who 
look to her for tips on raising backyard poultry naturally, gardening tips, and her coop-to-kitchen recipes. Her previous 
books on chicken keeping have sold more than 125,000 copies worldwide and are among the bestselling chicken-keeping 
books in print. 

Over 100 Fabulous Recipes to Use Eggs in Unexpected Ways 

LISA STEELE 

THE FRESH EGGS DAILY COOKBOOK 

 
Think you know all there is to know about eggs and how to cook and bake with them? Think again! 
 

• Lisa is the creator of the blog Fresh Eggs Daily, the premiere online resource for chicken-keeping advice  

• Dubbed "queen of the coop" by the media, Lisa has been recognized by many national media outlets, including 
the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, USA Today, Country Living, Farmers’ Almanac, and Parade 

• Lisa has appeared on the Hallmark Channel’s Home & Family, Martha Knows Best on HGTV, P. Allen Smith’s Garden 
Home, and NPR’s Maine Calling 

Harper Horizon 
February 2022 

 
format: manuscript 

 

www.fresheggsdaily.com  - @fresheggsdaily  - @fresheggsdaily 
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www.parkfine.com  - @parkandfine -  @parkandfine 
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Anoukh Foerg Literary Agency 
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Daniela Micura 
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Danny Hong 
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